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PREFACE

“Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.”
― Mahatma Gandhi

The past decade of the Indian economy has witnessed an alarming growth in the size of
Event Management Industry. It has grown by leaps and bounds in the recent past and most of the
experts in the industry strongly believe that this is just the beginning of a new era.

The scope of Events has been widening day by day and the Events and Entertainment
Industry today encompasses events like Fashion and Celebrity Shows, Film Awards, Celebrity
Promotions, Road Shows, Musical Concerts, Bollywood’s Shows, TV Reality Shows, Company
Conferences, Banqueting Facilities, Tourist Attractions, Sports, Culture, Corporate Seminars,
Workshops, Exhibitions, Wedding Celebrations, Birthday Parties, Theme Parties and Product
Launch. The continuous rise in the number and the scale of all such events has emerged as the
main growth drivers in the sector.

This book is an attempt to serve as a useful guide to the students as well as the faculties.

We are grateful to the Almighty for his favor and divine guidance. We thank our parents for
their moral support.

We owe our sincere gratitude to our friends and mentors for encouraging us to compile this
text. We also wish to thank our colleagues who have been a constant source of inspiration.

We are thankful to our families for their unending patience, support and guidance.

We welcome your valuable suggestions and constructive criticisms.

Authors
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Events and occasions are an integral part of human life. Events are happening everywhere. Every
day we hear of events happening, all over the world. We simply cannot bypass them as they touch
almost all aspects of our social and economic aspects. And what’s more, all of us have been a part of
these events from time to time.

We have all heard of planned events such as weddings, birthday parties, anniversaries, etc. There
are the much publicized political events such as Republic Day parade, Victory Speeches, or likewise
we hear of religious events that attract big gatherings such as the Kumbha Mela which is regarded as
the largest congregation of masses. In the sphere of work, there are annual general meetings,
exhibitions, marketing campaigns, conferences, product launches and brand development activities.
Other events such as fashion shows, cultural programs, talent hunt shows, promotional campaigns,
religious gatherings and so on also are events that we come across in our daily lives.

Conducting events is not an easy task. It involves the tireless effort of an organized group, who
put in their effort and creative talent to make these events memorable and successful. The persons who
indulge in managing and organizing events are termed as event managers or the event organizers.

Event management which aim at a smooth conduct of events is a multifaceted activity. Major
constituents of this profile include creativity, meticulous planning, relationship management,
advertising and marketing and much more, all rolled into one seamlessly choreographed process.
However, in order to understand the role played by event managers, we should first understand the
term Events. To offer a simplified outlook, we would state the events could mean the consideration of
the following aspects of events:

Unit 1

INTRODUCTION TO
EVENT MANAGEMENT
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E - Entertainment (Event includes entertainment involving fun, games and information)
V - Venue (Place for conducting the event successfully)
E - Equipment (Technical and non-technical equipment used to run the show successfully)
N - News (News about the new product, movies, activities and offers which are going to take place)
T - Team (Event is a teamwork, group of individuals taking different responsibility to make it successful)
S - Strategy (different strategy used like financial, marketing, technical and human resources)

Tracing the history of events would entail the history of mankind, an event in its universal and
literal form means an occasion when something happens or something needs to be done to organize
the same. Events are attracting worldwide attention and at the same time getting corporatized. Events
have proved to be a versatile marketing communication tool since they can be customized to cater to
the needs of the industry and form an integral part of the modern-day marketing. However, there are
events that aim at spreading awareness or events that do not carry a financial or marketing motive.

Meaning
The term events synonyms are occurrences, happening, incident, occasion and experience. All

these terms signify that events are occasions that occur on its own. At times, events can also be termed
as a planned activity directed towards attainment of a defined goal or objective.

Definition
According to Philip Kotler, Events are defined as “Occurrences designed to communicate

particular messages to target audience”.

Events can also be defined as something noteworthy that happens according to a set plan
involving networking of a multimedia package thereby achieving the client’s objective and justifying
their need of associating with events.

A comprehensive multimedia definition states that an event is a multimedia package carried out
with a pre-conceived concept, customized or modified to achieve the clients’ objective of reaching out
and suitably influencing the sharply defined, specially gathered target audience by providing a
complete sensual experience and an avenue for two-way interaction.

It is evident, therefore, that an event is a package so organized to provide reach and live
interaction between the target audience and the company and have been also termed as Experiential

VENUE
EQUIPMENT

NEWS

TEAMWORK

STRATEGY

ENTERTAINMENT
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Marketing. As we discussed earlier, events can also be planned activities through organized effort for
achievement of a social or non-profit oriented objective.
Event may refer to the following

● An observable occurrence, phenomenon or an extraordinary occurrence or a type of gathering
● A ceremony in the form of marriages or anniversaries
● A competition such as a, quiz competition, a convention (meeting), also known as a

conference, whether official or unofficial
● A happening, a performance or situation meant to be considered as art or for promotion of

crafts and creativity
● A festival involving music, dance, drama and theatre
● A media event that attracts coverage by mass media
● A party or a social gathering (including business gathering or staff party)
● A sports event
● A corporate or business function, a profit-driven event meant to raise awareness or

promotion of a company’s brand and/or products and services
● A non profit driven event intended to create awareness and involves social responsibility.

Implications
● An event is an observable occurrence.
● It can be designed to achieve certain goals.
● It can also be termed as experiential marketing.
● It is objective oriented.
● It provides an avenue for interaction.
● Events are a worldwide phenomena.
● Events are gaining worldwide attention and recognition.
● The objective of events may not always be profit generation.

Characteristics of Events
1. Events offer a “once in a life” experience as the events entail a unique experience.
2. Events are aimed at fulfillment of certain aims and objectives.
3. As compared to projects, events generally have a shorter life span as they are specific

occurrences designed to meet certain objectives.
4. Events involve a substantial and a huge requirement of funds and management of the scarce

resources.
5. It requires judicious planning of activities, people and other resources.
6. Undoubtedly, events involve facing an environment of risks and uncertainties.
7. Events involve the important managerial functions such as planning, organizing,

coordination, staffing, reporting, budgeting, forecasting and direction.
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EVENTS – OVERVIEW

Categories of Events
The competitive threats posed by globalization are forcing business owners to engage in

innovative ways to engage their customers. In fact, there are very few events that cannot be used for a
marketing purpose, as all communicate something to the target audience. Events can be used to
perform a number of marketing functions; for example, communication, relationship and loyalty
building, database compilation, targeting, brand enhancement, and promotion. Following are the
categories of events. They are as follows:
Political Events

Political events include a function initiated and organized by a political organization or political
candidate exclusively to advance and promote political purposes or political candidate. A “political
rally” is a gathering at which people of similar political beliefs listen to speakers or musicians.
Political rallies are often high energy events that are used to raise morale and support. For instance, the
Republican candidate for the Senate seat in the state of Minnesota holds a “rally”. The race is a close
one, so high-profile Republicans (including let’s say, for example, Mitt Romney) fly in to speak at the
event to raise support and awareness for the Republican Senate candidate. It could also mean an event
hosted for a political victory speech.
Religious Events

Religious events are conducted to provoke the religious sentiments of the people and reinforce
the belief systems and mark solidarity towards one’s very own religion and religious practices, handed
over by the ancestors. Kumbha Mela has gained international fame as “the world’s most massive act
of faith.” Pilgrims come to this holy event with such tremendous faith and in such overwhelming
numbers that it boggles the mind. Faith is the most important thing for the pilgrims at Kumbha Mela,
they have an “unflinching trust in something sublime”. Some arrive on overcrowded trains carrying
five times their normal capacity. Some come by bus, by car, some by ox drawn carts, and others ride
on horses, camels, and even elephants. The rich and famous charter private planes and helicopters,
while the less affluent came on foot carrying their bed rolls and camping equipment in heavy bundles
on their heads. Wave after wave, they form a veritable river of humanity that flows onto the banks of
the Ganges at Allahabad to celebrate the greatest spiritual festival and the footfall includes participants
from all over the world.

EVENTS

LIVE INTERACTIONREACH

DESIRED IMPACTLIVE AUDIENCERIGHT COMMUNICATION WITH THE CLIENT
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Social Events
Man is a social being. Social gatherings have been in vogue from time immemorial. In a world of

texting, instant messaging, and emailing, the tradition of holiday gatherings fall by the wayside. A
social gathering is generally a large gathering organized to celebrate major life events and religious
ceremonies. Common social events include: anniversaries, weddings, birthdays, and bar/bat mitzvahs.
However, the advantages of social gatherings are numerous and still hold value. Weddings,
anniversaries, and other social gatherings are popular in Indian society. A social gathering or party,
sometimes of a ceremonial nature, can be classified as a social event. A gala is a large-scale dinner
gathering or party that often includes entertainment and/or awards ceremonies following dinner.
Receptions are often informal, and attendees will usually stand up and socialize rather than sit down at
a table. Weddings and other social events, receptions are informal celebrations or gatherings that
follow a more formal ceremony. La Tomatina is a food fight festival held on the last Wednesday of
August each year in the town of Bunol near to Valencia in Spain. Thousands of people make their way
from all corners of the world to fight in this ‘World’s Biggest Food Fight’ where more than one
hundred metric tons of over-ripe tomatoes are thrown in the streets. More than 40,000 to 50,000
persons gang up during such events.
Networking Events

Networking is the process of intentionally meeting people, making contacts, and forming
relationships in the hope of gaining access to such business-related benefits as career advice, job leads,
business referrals, useful information and ideas, and emotional support. For example, a small business
owner’s network might include clients, vendors, fellow members of trade or professional associations,
bankers, accountants, professors at a local business school, friends who are employed in similar
industries, and other small business owners. Ideally, networks serve both social and business functions
and are mutually beneficial for their members. The relationships formed in networking help people
create a larger world for themselves, with a variety of new relationships, opportunities, and resources.

Networking events can run from informal schmooze and booze affairs at a local bar to full-
fledged galas complete with an open bar. It aims at attempting to build one or more relationships; for
self-actualization or for establishing a connect for enlarging business activities. Its an event where
exchange of ideas takes place. An example is the business networking event organized in a
community by its chamber of commerce. Networking events are common practice within professional
organizations, which may also link up with other bodies to stage a joint event. Business networking
has received a tremendous boost in the recent times. There are networking sites such as LinkedIn.
However, an event creates a different and a unique impact informing long lasting relationships.
Entertainment Events

There are many forms of entertainment. One could watch a movie or visit a mall. However,
Entertainment industry conducts its events on a large scale and invites wordwide attention. The Cannes
Film Festival paying homage to 100 years of Indian cinema is one such event. One of the buzz words
for television is to “eventize” programs, from live sports to live Broadway musicals and live awards
shows. These live television events can evoke comments from viewers on social media to drive
ratings. Similar to other successful genres, you can also expect the networks to capitalize on the current
popularity by scheduling more live awards shows on television in the future next season. Ultimately,
though it is the viewers that will determine what constitutes an event on television and its viewership,
after all there is only one Oscar telecast, one Grammy Awards Show and one Golden Globes.
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Awareness Causing Events
Certain events are indented to create awareness among the general public. They may be in the

form of mass campaigns or drives and are intended for the common good of the people. One such
event was the gay pride march that was initiated by the corporate in Bangalore. The Bengaluru Queer
Habba is not just the festival of gender and sexual diversity, but it is also a festival of pride, love,
anticipation, equality and of course of a lot of treasured moments – past and present. The pride creates
visibility and thus creates awareness among people regarding pressing issues like equality in the
spheres of identity and sexual orientation.

The number of supporters included Gays, Lesbians, Bisexuals, Transgenders, Intersex, Asexual,
Pansexual, Hijra, Kothi and other Queer people were marching with the music beats asking for respect
and equality. There were many straight allies and corporate groups like Google, Goldman Sachs and
IBM who participated in this Habba. This event is yet another way of fighting discrimination and
striving for self-affirmation and acceptance in a globally diverse city like Bangalore. This march saw a
large number of younger people, indicating that the growing generation is turning out to be more
comfortable with their sexual and gender identities. Another good example of social responsibility
could be the Go Green Events, etc.
Crafts and Creativity Events

A fair is a trade show or expo organized for the purpose of exhibiting arts and crafts, industrial
products and agricultural products, but more local and on a smaller scale. At times, these events are
also used to sell products designed and made by the physically challenged. India is a country with
boasts of its handicrafts industries. Such events showcase the natural talents of the nation and help
showcase and display the variety of products, produced generally be the rural sector. For example, the
Denver Mart Show which help you experience the opportunity to admire and buy beautifully
handcrafted arts and crafts at the premier juries show. It helps you discover unique, one-of-a-kind
merchandise that can be marketed for a social cause. Such events, features a blend of contemporary,
traditional and unique Rocky Mountain Regional artwork including jewellery, woodworking, pottery,
glass, paintings, metalwork and much more.
Sports Events

An event conducted to promote the sports activities which include cricket, hockey, football,
basket ball, karate, etc. is called a sports event. It improves the relationship between nations as
countries participate in international sports meet. Sports events cause high viewership and also aid in
improving and strengthening political relationships amongst nations.

Trade activities receive a makeover and the countries are able to generate revenue through such
events. The increasing popularity of sports have caused a rich culmination and interchange of culture,
lifestyle and resources. The US Open Tennis Championships is the highest attended annual sporting
event in the world. It is the final grand slam event of the tennis season and takes place in the last week
of August and the first week of September in New York City. The US Open is the biggest revenue
earner for the United States Tennis Association, the governing body for the sport in America. Sports
are being collaborated with the entertainment industry thus attracting fans from the all corners of the
globe.
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Educative/Academic Events
This is an event where students, academics and representatives from companies meet and discuss

topics related to education. The goal is to approach the positions of the three stakeholders in education
through the exchange of opinions and experience. Seminars for career counseling, mentoring programs
and higher educational programs have gained significant importance. A graduation program at
colleges can be an example of such events. IIM Indore hosts its Annual Convocation for witnessing
the convocation ceremony with eminent dignitaries of the industry and society drawn together in an
engaging alliance. The convocation is held each year to confer the title of the Fellow of Indian
Institute of Management Indore for its various academic programs.
Business Events

A variety of events are hosted by the corporate too. Corporate generally host events in the form
of meetings, conventions, workshops, seminars, presentations, etc.

While the term “Board Meeting” technically means a gathering of a company or organization’s
board of director, it is also a gathering of decision makers. At such gatherings, important facts are
presented and decisions are made as to the best course of action to be taken in the future. At a
convention or conference, breakout sessions are meetings (workshops, seminars, or presentations)
intended for small groups are conducted. These meetings can be held in smaller meeting rooms within
a convention center or hotel as well as off-site meeting and boardrooms. Formal celebrations are
organized by a company or organization to celebrate achievements within the organization and to
boost employee and member morale. They may be in the form of business dinners or banquets.
International Events

International events draw national and international audience. International events aid in
improving relationships among nations. Our country has started getting more media coverage and
recognition abroad. Mega events are organized in collaboration with event managers of other countries.
This has greatly improved the scope for people engaged in the event management industry to try their
luck in international market. Professionals in this field also get the opportunity to showcase their talent
at international events where delegates from our country participate in cultural festivals and exchange
programs, trade shows, conferences, exhibitions, corporate events and so on.
Promotional Events

Promotional events can help elevate your business above your competitors. Your promotional
event’s creative theme and the fact that you’re holding an event set your business apart from your
competitors. Introducing a new product in the market, advertising, etc. would require promotional
campaigns. Nowadays, more companies resort to conducting events for creating awareness and
popularizing their products and services. Modern-day business houses do not rely on traditional media
for generating publicity as much as they depend on events to establish business relationships with their
clients through live interface and communication.

Essential Skills
The very basic qualification to get into the realm of event management is to be a graduate in any

discipline. Event management courses aim at training individuals for carrying out events successfully.
However, one must possess certain traits that would help you go a long way. The event industry poses
several challenges to the event manager. Therefore, one must acquire certain skills to be able to excel
in this field. Certain skills to be possessed by the event organizers are as follows:
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Essential Skills include
● Public Relations: To manage clients, their agents and a vast gamut of professionals you

would meet in the line of your profession.
● Creativity: From the initiation of a concept to management and to its final delivery.
● Marketing skills: To sell your idea to your clients in order to make their events memorable.
● Analytic ability: One must have the ability to analyze and solve all sorts of problems and

even have the foresight to anticipate unforeseen issues.
● Organizational skills: To carefully plan for tasks for self and for the entire team.
● Networking skills: This industry thrives on the shoulders of personal networking and you

must have the ability to utilize it and expand it in your favor.
● Management skills: Ability to plan, organize, staff, direct, supervize and control.
● Leadership skills: An event manager should essentially be a leader who can plan and

coordinate all the activities to successful carry out an event.
● Negotiation skills: Events require negotiation with several vendors and the event manager

should possess the ability to negotiate deals arising in the course of its activities.

Functional Areas in Event Management
An organization that is into event management business offers numerous functional positions.

The following are some of the departments in a typical event managing company:

● Public Relations: Managing a vast gamut of people ranging from clients, artists, stage
performers, government officials, public and so on.

● Promotion and Marketing: For promoting the sale of products and services of the
organization and marketing to achieve highest turnover.

● Brand Development: A talent pool that is responsible for managing client requirements
pertaining to brand restructuring and brand repositioning.

● Designing: Team of creative people who visualize and then prepare design layouts for the
stage, costumes, accessories and layout.

● Administration: Team that is responsible for back office and general administrative tasks.
● Media: Team comprising of media professionals who manage the production and editing of

audio video related media.
● Printing: Department that takes care of printing all sorts of marketing collaterals and

promotional items.
● Logistics: Team that takes care of the logistics for the event.
● Financial team: Team that monitors and handles the flow of cash for the event.

Top Event Management Companies
● Eventus Management
● Unirapport Events
● Scorpio Event Management Private Limited
● Acme Events Limited
● Dream Merchants
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ANALYSIS OF EVENTS
Prior to planning for events, the event activities have to be analyzed and classified for effective

management and effective performance. The aim of analysis is to understand the various important
elements of events in order to avoid pitfalls and problems that may occur at the later stages. Before
start-up, the event manager popularly known as event organizer has to study these specific areas:

1. Objective: Since events are tailor-made to suit the needs of the customer, it is essential to
ascertain the main objective of the event. It is essential because the success of the event lies
in the fact that the objective has been accomplished.

2. Competitors: Competitor analysis is a must. There is a possibility that the competitor event
could also be scheduled around the same dates. This could reduce the footfall in the event
leading to non-accomplishment of objective. Before starting up with event planning, it is
essential to look at the timing, duration, of similar events running in the vicinity that may
pose a threat to the others.

3. Skills: Before taking up an event, it is also essential to do a careful self-analysis to find out
if you are equipped enough to handle the particular type of events. A sports event
preparation is entirely different from an arrangement for cultural events. Event organizers
should ensure that they possess relevant expertise to handle events otherwise it is advisable
to let go to another to handle.

4. Community Impact: The impact of an event on the local or wider community and others is
a major consideration of the planning stage. Because local lobby groups can create extreme
difficulties for the unprepared event organizer, it is essential that the community benefits are
explained and other impacts are considered as part of the event proposal.

5. Budget: The budget of the client should be known at the very onset of any event activity.
Budget is the basis for all other planning and decision making. The Budgeted income and
expenditure should form the basis of all other arrangements involved in the conduct of the
event.

6. Rules and Regulations: A wide range of rules and regulations govern the hosting of events.
An international event to be hosted in the country requires the approval of the government
and various other regulations and procedures must be adhered to.

7. Risks and Uncertainties: A careful planning of the risks and uncertainties that surround the
event should be chalked out and alternative plan of action in case of deviations should be
chalked out to prevent and manage any foreseen and unforeseen incidents.

8. Cash Flows: An estimate of the cash inflows and outflows should be prepared. This
statement can serve as a tool for cost control in all circumstances and to ensure that there are
no deviations from the standards.

9. Media: The costs of media as well as the mode of transmission of information should be
planned so that the event reaches the masses in the way it is intended to. Media plays an
important role in publicity and brand building especially in case of business events.

10. Security: Another important aspect of the event is the security arrangements for the events.
Nowadays, we hear of various field accidents, such as stampedes, which dislodge the
successful conduct of the event.
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